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Rogers Corporation and all its business segments, divisions and subsidiaries (“Rogers”, “we”
or “our”), use cookies to record your internet settings and browsing preferences, which allows
us to optimize the design of our website and improve your online experience. We may also
use third parties cookies for third party advertising, social plugins or analyzing traffic on our
website.

What are cookies?
A cookie is a small file that can be placed on your device that allows us to recognize you and
remember your preferences (e.g. language or location) and your browsing behavior (e.g. the
webpages you visit). It is sent to your browser and stored on your computer’s hard drive,
tablet or mobile device. When you visit our website, we may collect information from you
automatically through cookies or similar technology.
In general, cookies ease and accelerate the interaction between you and the website or
(mobile) application that you visit. For example, they help you navigate between the different
parts of a website. If we can identify you with a cookie, you do not always have to enter the
same data, for example, your login information.
In addition, we use cookies to make the content of our website and (mobile) applications more
interesting for you. We do this by adapting that content to your personal preference and
needs.
We also use cookies to identify your online behavior. How did you end up on our website?
How long did you use it? With statistical results, we can improve our website where necessary
and respond to our users’ preferences and needs. Finally, we can use this data to fulfill specific
reporting obligations.

What types of cookies are there?
This website uses two types of cookies:
1. First party cookies. For our website, the first party cookies are controlled and
maintained by Rogers Corporation. No other parties have access to these cookies.
2. Third party cookies. These cookies are implemented by organizations outside Rogers
Corporation. We do not have access to the data in these cookies, but we use these
cookies to improve the overall website experience.

How do we use cookies?
This website uses cookies for two purposes:
1. Certain cookies are necessary for our website to function. These are strictly
necessary cookies and are required to enable website access, support navigation or
provide relevant content. These cookies direct you to the correct country, and
support security and ecommerce. Strictly necessary cookies also enforce your privacy
preferences. Without these strictly necessary cookies, most of our website would not
function.
2. Analytics cookies are used to track website usage. This data enables us to improve
our website usability, performance and website administration. In our analytics
cookies, we do not store any personal identifying information.
Cookies help us help you. Through the use of cookies, we learn what is important to our
visitors and we develop and enhance website content and functionality to support your
experience. Much of our website can be accessed if cookies are disabled, however certain
website functions may not work. And, we believe your current and future visits will be
enhanced if cookies are enabled.

How do you block cookies?
By using our website without blocking cookies, you agree to our use of cookies. You can block
all cookies at any time by adjusting the settings in your browser but, if you choose to block all
cookies, then you may not be able to access all of our website or use all functionality.
Most browsers are pre-set to automatically accept cookies. The “Help” / “Options” / “Settings”
features on most browsers will tell you how to delete existing cookies or how to block cookies
altogether. If you use several devices or browsers, you will have to block cookies on each of
them.
Users may opt out or manage cookie settings by visit the below links for additional details to
adjust their browser:
Cookie settings in Internet Explorer
Cookie settings in Firefox
Cookie settings in Chrome
Cookie settings in Safari

How do you contact us about our cookie policy?
If you have any questions or suggestions about this cookie policy or how we use cookies,
please contact Data.Privacy@rogerscorporation.com.
Should we elect to change this cookie policy, we will post the most current version here.
Please check this page periodically to ensure that you are informed of any updates.

